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People… we are interesting creatures! Here, in 
Ukraine we are surprised at Trump’s election 
and voting for Brexit, but at the same time we 
think one thing, say another thing and do third 
thing!

Recently we conducted a study on the left bank 
of Kyiv and one of the questions was:

-Which shopping mall in Kyiv do you consider 
to be the best?
Shopping malls “A” and “B” both located on the 
right bank won with a significant margin.
- Why?
- Because “they are big, new, offer a great 
choice and there are a lot of shops there”!
- Do you ever visit them?
- No!

- Why?
- Shopping mall “A” is too far from me!
- It is difficult to drive into and to leave a 
parking lot in the shopping mall “B”!
- And which mall do you usually visit?
- The shopping mall “C”.
- Why?
- It’s convenient to me! I feel comfortable 
there! And there is everything I need!

The last answer gives a key to understanding 
of a modern consumer! He/she has a great 
choice and he/she will vote with his/her 
money only for something that is convenient 
and interesting to him/her. At the same time, 
a lot of disruptive technologies are entering 
the market, giving a consumer even a bigger 
choice and destroying the traditional model of 
offline trading.

I always keep in mind that “The largest players 
of retail market have chosen the worst possible 
time to be so boring!” And their financial results 
confirm this statement.

The development of technology forces 
everyone to accelerate. Managing choice, 
marketing loyalty, management of consumer 
expense now become necessary skills for all 
market participants. At the biggest in Europe 
professional international conference ICSC 
Marketing Conference which was held this 
year a lot of interesting cases related to the 
development of shopping malls were presented 
and we have received a lot of ideas and 
information for reflection.

Today much is written about e-commerce 
which absorbs retail, but I think traditional retail 

platforms will not disappear until VR allow us to 
imitate any and all of our 5 senses. So we have 
time yet!

In Arricano the year 2017 is dedicated to 
“Consumer Experience”. We carried out a 
deep study of behavior of our consumers to 
find out what is CONVENIENT to them. We 
transformed small discoveries into business 
solutions and as a result, the growth of general 
turnover of tenants of our shopping malls 
if compared to the last year is expressed by 
double-digit figures.

We also see a great potential for the growth 
in retail turnover of retailers of our shopping 
malls.
• We see that more and more leading 
European players introduce into their loyalty 
programs the “cashback” system instead of 
usual discounts which motivates a consumer 
to increase the frequency of visits. And we are 
happy to say that this experience demonstrates 
perfect results in Ukraine. 
• The competition in Europe forces a shopping 
mall and a tenant to exchange information and 
to use joint resources to target a consumer 
with the information he/she needs, instead of 
spamming, especially taking into account that 
70% of consumers hate receiving standard 
loyalty programs.
• In this situation consumer’s feedback 
becomes especially important. Customers of 
a shopping mall today become advocates of a 
brand, a store and a shopping mall in general. 
At the same time their voices are neither heard, 
nor considered important. Though it would be 
interesting to know why 80% of those who 
enter the store do not buy anything. After all, 

the statistics proves that only 25% of visitors 
of a shopping mall come here just “to have a 
walk”!

A year ago, we announced a creation of a social 
space in our shopping malls. It was a challenge 
for Arricano’s team to create a new reality in the 
shopping malls without capital investment, to 
make consumers feel comfortable. We realized 
that we are going the unusual way; we talked 
about impressions, instead of brands; about 
pleasure, instead of services received.

Today we realize that we were right and trying 
to increase the turnover together with our 
partners-tenants, we found out that we are 
a part of the eco-system: Retailer- Shopping 
Mall-Consumer.

To promote the development of this eco-
system we prepare new programs, work 
at technological solutions and continue to 
develop programs that proved to be successful. 
For example, to strengthen skills related to 
management of consumer experience we’ll 
continue a free-of charge educational program 
for tenants В2В Upgrade by Arricano in 
September. 

We invite our partners-tenants to plunge into 
the process of accumulation of client experience 
together! In our eco-system all together we 
create a CONVENIENT + INTERESTING social 
space, which attracts customers again and 
again!

Retaily yours, 
Mykhailo Merkulov

CEO Message

http://www.arricano.com
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Changes in tenant-mix in the 2nd quarter of 2017 
in Arricano shopping malls

• Samsung Tech & Gadget Store
• Restaurant of Georgian cuisine Nino
• Restaurant of Italian cuisine il Molino
• Shop of outerwear from the 

Ukrainian brand Season
• Tour operator JoinUP!
• “Express manicure”

• Handicrafts store Monpacie
• Island of professional cosmetics 

Beauty Prof

• Electronic appliances shop “Allo”
• Jewelry store TM “Stolychna 

juvelirna fabryka”
• Clothing store from the Ukrainian 

designer a.Tan
• Island of professional cosmetics 

Beauty Prof

• Restaurant of Georgian cuisine Nino
• Shop of Ukrainian brand Vovk
• Shop of modern conceptual clothes 

from the Ukrainian brand Brooklyn
• Specialized shirts store from the 

Italian brand Franttini
• Office of “Nova Poshta”
• Atelier “Alfіda”
• Ice cream island il Gelato
• Island of professional decorative 

cosmetics NYX
• Island “Соncert.ua”
• Island of services “Mister Master”

The second quarter of 2017 was rather intensive for our rental department. Opening of 
new shops, service points and food outlets strengthened the position of each Arricano’s 
facility, maintaining minimum vacancy rates and stable demand for retail areas.

http://www.arricano.com
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Natalia Dmytrenko, Marketing Director of 
Arricano

Marketing and PR Department ... Though the 
word “department” sounds very seriously, 
actually there are only 6 managers responsible 
for marketing and communication of all brands 
in Arricano portfolio, not including the devoted 
probationers from KNTEU who want to learn 
and to work right now. We give them such an 

opportunity. Together we are a strong team 
with ambitious goals. That’s how we live! 

For Arricano marketing the second quarter was 
as eventful as any other period. There was no 
traditional decline in activities related to PR and 
marketing. 

I’d like to say a couple of words about B2B 
communications of Arricano in April-June. In 
April the third season of KSO-project Business 
2 Students by Arricano started, we participated 
in the industry event RDB Expo 2017 organized 
by the Association of Retailers of Ukraine, the 
educational project for employees of tenants 
of Arricano В2В Upgrade was continued, we 
also participated in forums and business events 
dedicated to protecting business from raiding 
and fight against corruption.

In May our team represented case B2B 
Upgrade by Arricano at the International 
Contest Solal Marketing Awards by ICSC. 
The project was included into the short list 
of finalists which means that the Ukrainian 
case has been recognized by the European 
professional community.

In June Arricano took part in the annual 
conference of Ukrainian real estate club URE 
Club in Lviv “Advantages and dividends for 
socially responsible business”.

Simultaneously, various events and campaigns 
took place in every shopping mall, unique 
partnership projects and traditional seasonal 
campaigns took place and new stores were 
opened.

We continue to increase the number of 
subscribers of our sites in social networks, 
trying to increase the indicator of the 
involvement of audience and other factors that 
strengthens the loyalty to Arricano shopping 

malls. In each of our malls in the second quarter 
we implemented the projects and the programs 
attracting attention and interest of buyers, 
strengthening their desire to visit the shopping 
malls “Prospekt”, “RayON”, “City Mall” and “Sun 
gallery”. 

Daria Nikolska, Marketing Manager of 
shopping malls “Prospekt”, “City Mall”, “Sun 
gallery”

In the second quarter we activated digital-
displays in the Internet and launched 3D-tours 
around the shopping malls “Prospekt” and “Sun 
gallery”, as well as 3D-holograms of advertising 
inside “Prospekt” shopping mall.
Stylish outdoor advertising for “Prospekt” 
shopping mall and City Mall is designed in 
the form of non-standard extenders with 
illumination, reminding visitors that a shopping 
mall is a stylish place for meeting.
В2В + В2С case is the cooperation with Turkish 
Airlines Inc. and draw of tickets to Seychelles.

This company entered the market of Zaporizhia 
and wanted to inform about its services, level 
of service and direct flights.
In June in the shopping mall “Sun gallery” a 
draw of 10 000 UAH for a stylish look from 
Ukrainian designer Аndre Tan in the shop а.Таn 
took place.

Marketing and communication in the second quarter: what’s new?

Marketing and PR Department 

http://www.arricano.com
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In April we had a great celebration of the sixth 
anniversary of City Mall together with NRG 
radio station, driving DJ sets, driving masters of 
ceremonies Sania Dymov and Yana Manuilova 
and singer Tayanna. Our guests were surprised 
with discounts and gifts from tenants, felt 
pleased and developed their loyalty to brands 
and shops.

Prospekt Healty Point is a project motivating 
to an active lifestyle and sport. In our social 
space guests changed their attitude toward 
trainings and started to choose the correct 
loads for their bodies to make them perfect.

Maryna Yevtushenko, Marketing Manager of 
the shopping malls “Prospekt”, “RayON”

According to the strategy of the marketing 
department, communication with tenants 
and opening of new stores are not limited to 
standard tools. Arricano team brings every 
project to a new emotional and informative 
level. In April the promotional action “Win 
a suitcase of stylish clothes from “Prospekt” 
shopping mall and VOVK store” has taken 
place. The visitors positively accepted the 
action and actively took part in it.

In addition to promotion of new brands, our 
task is to facilitate the development of the 
existing tenants. In “RayON” shopping mall 
we conducted special activities with a bright 
entertainment program and discounts on the 
occasion of the birthday of stores OLKO, 
Orange Club Outlet and HelenA.

In general, marketing in our shopping malls is 

aimed both on “all people” and target audience 
of the stores. For example, the concept of the 
opening of the sports brand Joma in “RayON” 
shopping mall – “It is fashionable to be healthy” 
popularizes a healthy lifestyle and various kinds 
of sports.
A lot of tenants actively develop their brand in 
the shopping mall. In May the drawing of three 
stylish images from the studio of Ukrainian 
brand VOVK – “Happy together with “RayON” 
shopping mall will take place. 

I would like to mention the solemn opening of 
Samsung store, drawing of a phone, a smart-

clock and certificates, as well as an action with 
Join UP! and a trip to Egypt for two.

Oleh Lytvynskii, art-director

In “Prospekt” shopping mall in addition to our 
events for children in the innovative space 
“Klumba” in the second quarter we made 
several fascinating shows for our visitors.
April 1st, the Fool’s Day was celebrated in 
the interactive format “Figlycs. A quorum of 
clowns.” This celebration gathered together on 
the territory of the shopping mall adults and 
children who were entertained in different ways 
by 40 comics. A gala concert, an exhibition of 
carnival hats, curved mirrors, funny attractions 
and photo zones – everything to make time 
spent in the shopping mall with a family and 
friends unforgettable. 

To support our native tradition and to attract 
attention to Ukrainian cultural heritage the 
“Day of Vyshyvanka” was celebrated on May, 
18. Authentic photozones, master classes of 
folk craftsmen and a concert in a folklore style 
to emphasize the energy of Ukrainian motives 
were held.

We also celebrated Children’s Day together 
with our small visitors and their parents. Our 
guests will remember the animation program, 
the circus performance, the puppet theater, 
the face painting, the sweet cotton wool and a 
plenty of surprises.
 
Luidmyla Chesnokova, Contract Manager

I have been working for the company for more 

than 9 years; I’m responsible for the document 
circulation. A lot of interesting things always 
happen in marketing; even our documents 
differ from those in other departments.

In addition to work with contracts, applications, 
invoices and acts, I’m responsible for preparing 
other documents. For example, tender packages 
for advertising and marketing services. Though 
my position title sounds rather boring and 
implies little creativity, my colleagues attract 
me to our brain storms which takes place 
frequently and are very creative.

Both the first and second quarters for Marketing 
and PR Department of Arricano were intensive 
and this clearly demonstrates the number of 

http://www.arricano.com
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documents that passed through my and my 
assistant’s Rita hands. In each mall we rented to 
our partners-tenants several advertising places 
on the facades and inside of the shopping malls, 
signed a number of contracts for promotion 
and exposure with third parties. All in all, more 
than 500 documents related to marketing were 
issued.

Olena Obukhivska, 
Arricano Communications Manager 

The work of a PR manager in a company 
managing shopping malls is an exciting 
opportunity to receive daily unexpected 
impressions from communicating with different 
interesting people. They are tenants and brand 
managers, journalists and students of the 
project B2S by Arricano, athletes and trainers, 
shopping hunters and business coaches, stars 
and showmen, as well as teachers, parents, 
children, teenagers and, of course, the 
colleagues.

Each person is a whole world with his own 
views, attitudes and life position and for PR 
manager each person is also a speaker, together 
with him/her you create a new history related 
to fashion, shopping, life style or business 
achievements.

In the second quarter of 2017 we published 
“Arricano Official Results”, signed with the 
Council of the Business Ombudsman the 
Declaration on the Organization of all-
Ukrainian network of Integrity and Compliance, 
commented on the case of Sky Mall, discussed 
at practical conferences markers of the 

supremacy of law and ways of attraction of 
investments into the country. We also talked 
much about the socialization of space in 
Arricano shopping malls. In communication 
season “spring-summer” we attracted the 
attention of visitors of the shopping malls 
to sport and a healthy lifestyle at Prospekt 
Healthy Point; motivated them to change 
themselves and to improve their bodies in the 
shopping malls City Mall and “Sun gallery”, set 
them up for success and achievement of goals 
in “RayON” shopping mall. And every Saturday 
we invited children together with their parents 
to visit creative master classes in edutainment 
format in Arricano shopping malls. 

A special storytelling for media and visitors 
is the opening of new stores, promotions 
and discounts. The task of a PR manager of a 
shopping mall is to generate the content which 
inspires. Therefore, we analyze the content-

elasticity, test the dynamics of reactions in 
social networks and study ways of improvement 
of the coverage. We develop pages and sites 
of our shopping malls as separate online-
magazines with interesting columns which 
include announcements, news, interviews, 
glamour, lifestyle, brands, shopping, expert 
advice and life hacks. That’s why the corporate 
B2C media of Arricano can easily compete with 
municipal press by the usefulness of content, 
visits per month and number of contacts with 
the audience.

Despite the emotionality of the arguments
PR function is rather structured, systemic and 
digitized with indicators. That’s why financial 
experts enjoy reading PR reports. The key PR 
tools are press events, news, announcements, 
posts in social networks. During the said period 
of time about 90 news events emphasizing 
the emotionally positive space of Arricano 
shopping malls were generated, 3 press events 
and 2 special events “Meetings that inspires”, 
the opening of the photo exhibition “Travelling 
that impresses” took place. PR events attract 
attention to the shopping mall and shops, 
generate demand and motivate to new 
purchases.

Communication with people in a shopping mall 
is a great chance to create new ideas, discover 
new trends and attract attention of regional, 
national, sectoral and international media to 
the activity of Arricano company.

“Each person is a whole 
world with his own views, 
attitudes and life position 
and for PR manager each 
person is also a speaker, 
together with him/her you 
create a new history related 
to fashion, shopping, 
life style or business 
achievements.”

http://www.arricano.com
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Valerii Shypotko, the founder and the main 
coach of the martial arts school Fight Sports

“Sports classes in the shopping mall are an 
excellent alternative for men waiting for their 
girls after shopping. We invited the male 
audience to try their hand at new martial arts. 
As a result, some participants of the project 
began to study in our school.”

Ratmyr Burlutskii, MMA coach, the world 
champion in karate

“Such projects as Prospekt Healthy Point are 
necessary to make people understand the 
meaning of a healthy lifestyle. Though today 
it is a popular trend, people talk about it more 
than then actually practice”. Therefore, the 
platform on the roof of “Prospekt” shopping 
mall was like a magnet - people came, watched 
and joined us”.

Yaroslav Kuzminov, the founder and the 
coach of fitness school Pro Fit

“It was interesting for us to work with the 
visitors of the shopping mall. We discovered 
that they are active people, open to new 
experience, with a strong desire to develop. It 
was an exiting experiment to consolidate the 
visitors of “Prospekt» shopping mall around 
the concept of sport. I’d like to thank all the 
participants of Prospekt Healthy Point for their 
feedback and desire to join our new projects.”

Yevhen Puchkov, the author of ABC Fitness 
channel on YouTube, personal trainer

“My professional life position is to share the 
basic principles how to train correctly. At 
Prospekt Healthy Point we talked a lot about 
sports. We discussed how to select loads 
correctly, what exercises affect different groups 
of muscles, how to avoid common mistakes on 
the initial stages of training. We were happy to 
see that the visitors recorded our exercises on 
video and posted them on social networks.”

Prospekt Healthy Point: summer practice 
The modern shopping mall is a place where a consumer can get everything he/she needs. Scenarios of visiting of a shopping mall vary greatly 
depending on many factors and may include such tasks: to buy something or to look out a future purchase, to go to the cinema, to meet friends, 
to entertain children, to attend a master class and many other.
Today such a list will be incomplete if it does not include a trend for a healthy lifestyle. That’s why we decided to create the project Prospekt 
Healthy Point on the roof of “Prospekt” shopping mall during which the visitors could train and learn something new and useful about fitness, 
proper nutrition and effective exercises, communicate with professional trainers and get inspiring advice. That’s what the trainers say about this 
project.

http://www.arricano.com
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Uklon is the first Ukrainian service of calling 
taxi online. Our official slogan is “more than a 
taxi”. In Kyiv we occupy the leading position; 
we are also represented in other 10 cities of 
Ukraine and in Tbilisi. We expect that the joint 
action with “Prospekt” shopping mall will attract 
new customers and make the existing ones 
more loyal. Shopping should bring a person 
maximum pleasure. It is much more convenient 
to leave the shopping mall by taxi even if you 
have your own car.

Compared to our competitors, our advantage is 
a large choice of car classes, the possibility to 

select several points on the route and to pay 
for the trip both in cash and by bank transfer,” 
says Danylo Vakhovskyi, general manager of 
UKLON.

According to the terms of the special offer, 
“Prospekt” shopping mall offers to take 
advantage of a cost-efficient offer - a taxi 
after shopping. A person providing receipts for 
the amount of 1000 UAH or more shall get a 
discount of 50 UAH for UKLON taxi, if sum of 
receipts exceeds 2500 - the discount makes 
UAH 75, if the amount of receipts exceeds 
5000 UAH, the discount makes 100 UAH. The 

estimated cost of a 
drive from “Prospekt” 
shopping mall to the 
outskirts of the city on 
the left bank according 
to the tariffs of Uklon 
in average makes 75 
UAH. It means that 
making a purchase 
amounting to UAH 
2500 you can get 
home for free.

New сrоss-service in the shopping mall

“Prospekt” shopping mall offers a new option for buyers - a taxi drive with a discount. Now you can fully pay for a taxi or 
get a discount by taking part in a special promotional action “Buy in “Prospekt” shopping mall and travel with UKLON”. 
The partner of the project is the Ukrainian company “UKLON” which provides taxi services.
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Buyers coming into the store are not just 
people who need a certain product and who 
will leave the shop after making a purchase. 
Each of them has his/her own psychological 
needs. If a seller can find an approach to a 
heart of a buyer, they will make the first step 
together.

The second step is to reveal quickly and 
correctly the needs of the buyer or to form the 
new ones.

The third step is to convince the buyer that the 
product that interests him/her or is offered by 
the seller is exactly what the buyer needs!

During our master class you will learn: 
how to find an approach to a heart of a visitor, 
how to identify the needs of a buyer,
how to convince a guest to make a purchase.

Master-class will be conducted by Liudmyla 
MELNYK, a business coach, consultant, 
facilitator, author of techniques of negotiating 
in conditions of severe communication, 
manipulation and psychological pressure, 
expert on external and internal corporate 
communications (negotiations, sales, 
conflicts, influence over a talker, personnel 
management); the author of the books “Tough 
negotiations. Victory whatever it takes”, 
“Practical Psychology”, “Practical Conflictology”, 
“Looking for a Magic Mirror”, “Role Playing at 
Work. What is not written about in a work 
record book”.

The program of the master class:
1. Role stereotypes of clients. 
Transactional analysis.
Roles of customers.
Algorithm of communication with buyers in 
different roles
Role-based stereotypes of a seller.

2. How to identify needs of a client by asking 
questions

3. Argumentation for purchase 

4 types of arguments depending on the type of 
a client and his/her needs.
Work with the objections of a client.

The master class will be held in interactive form

Location of the master class

Registration is required
e-mail: arricanotrening@gmail.com 
In the registration request please specify:
• Name and surname of a participant,
• A position of a participant,
• A company-tenant or a shop,
• A shopping mall of Arricano company 

where a participant works

Contact phone:  +80730145759

B2B Upgrade by Arricano-2017

Arricano company starts autumn season 2017 
of the educational project for tenants B2B Upgrade 
by Arricano which promotes sales growth

We invite you to an open free master-class
How to fi nd an approach to each buyer and to convince 
him to make a purchase. 3 steps to making a purchase.

We are waiti ng for you on 
September, 11 (Monday)
10:00 a.m. to 01:15 p.m.!
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Marketing and Advertising Department

marketing@arricano.com

Press-service

Olena.Obuhivska@arricano.com.ua

Rental Department

leasing@arricano.com.ua

www.arricano.com/ru www.facebook.com/ArricanoGroup/?fref=ts

Contacts


